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Abstract
A multi-input counter; or accumulative parallel counter;
represents a true generalization of a sequential counter
in that it incorporates the memory feature of an ordinary
counter; i.e., it adds the sum of its inputs to a stored value.
In this paper; we present eficient designs for simple multiinput counters and their modular versions, which keep the
accumulated count modulo an arbitrary constant.
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Figure 1. Sequential and parallel counters.
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Introdiction

In its simplest form, a counter is a sequential circuit that
stores an integer value and can increment (and, in the case of
up/down counters, also decrement) it by 1 upon the receipt
of a special “enable” or “count” signal. Counters are among
the most widely used components in digital systems, with
applications in computer systems, communication equipment, scientific instruments, and industrial process control,
to name a few. A vast variety of counter designs have been
proposed in the literature [3,6,12], patented [ 1,2,4], and/or
used in practice.
Although techniques are available for designing highspeed counters with conventional number representations
[S], the-speeds that can be achieved are limited by the requirement for carry propagation. Even with advanced designs based on redundant number representations [6] or hierarchical incrementation using small blocks at the right
end and increasingly wider blocks toward the left [ 11, 151,
speeds will be limited by the basic switching characteristics
of components and, perhaps, by the need for final conversion of the redundant count into a conventional binary number. Even when no conversion is needed, to count the number of Is among many thousands of bits by feeding them sequentially to a high-speed counter would imply delays well
in excess of several microseconds and such a delay is unacceptable in certain applications. Some form of parallelism in
handling the large number of input bits is needed to achieve
higher speeds.
In fact, there are indications that the reverse of the process discussed above may be viable in counter design: In-

stead of sequentializing n,aturally parallel inputs to cut down
on hardware complexity and cost, we mi ght want to parallelize high-frequency sequential inputs to allow the use of
relatively slow, and thus low-cost, compact, and/or powerefficient, circuits. For example, a 400 MHz incoming signal,
when demultiplexed 32 ways, is transformed into a set of
12.5 MHz signals that can be handled by non-speed-critical
components. In this way, a complex circuit that would have
to be designed by paying meticulous attention to speed optimization at every juncture (with the attendant overheads
in design time, testing effort, VLSI area, and power consumption) is replaced by a simple high-speed front end feeding a lower-grade main part. With the unyielding pursuit of
high-throughput and low-power digital systems, this type of
“demultiplexed” computation has become the norm in certain areas (notably data communication) that, as recently as a
decade ago, used to rely on “multiplexed” hardware for reasons of economy.
A parallel counter [ 131 has been defined as a combinational digital circuit having n binary inputs and m =
Llog, nj + 1 binary outputs, or alternatively, having between
2 I?t- 1 and 2”’ - 1 binary inputs for m binary outputs, where
the outputs correspond to the base-2 representation of the
sum of the lz input bits xl 92, .. .,x,~; i.e., a number between 0
and n. Such parallel counters have been studied extensively
in connection with counting of multiple responders in associative devices and finding the sum of a column of 1s in fast
parallel muitipliers, with numerous implementation alternatives investigated.
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However, the above definition does not represent a true
generalization of serial counters in the sense that the memory feature of serial counters is not carried over. In effect,
the corresponding sequential counter is one whose count is
reset to zero after every n cycles. We define a multi-input
counter (MC), also called an accumulative parallel counter
(AK) [S], as a sequential circuit with a single q-bit word
of memory holding, at the end of each counting cycle, the
sum of its previous content and its n single-bit inputs or more
generally, the sum of its previous content and its weighted
inputs. Thus, in each cycle, the stored or output count of the
former will be incremented by a value between 0 and n. The
sum can be defined to be modulo 29 or modulo some other
arbitrary number p, with or without a wraparound (overflow) indication output. MICs can be used to replace parallel
counters in many applications in order to reduce the hardware cost and/or store the output values for future use.
In this paper, we focus on designs for simple MICs
whose inputs are single-bit numbers. Most of the proposed
techniques can also be applied to the general case. We
discuss modulo-p multi-input counters, concentrating initially on providing the accumulative property for the simpler modulo-24 or modulo-(29 - 1) parallel counters. We
demonstrate ‘that such MICs are only slightly more complex than their combinational versions. Our merged designs can considerably reduce the delay for readout of the
naive designs that combine an ordinary combinationa parallel counter (CPC) with a register and a fast adder in a twostage arrangement. while offering lower cost at the same
time. The results are then extended to the case of an arbitrary modulus p. All of our designs compare favorably with
n-input, ordinary and modulo-p, CPCs and are considerably
more efficient than those obtained by incorporating the accumulative property after that fact.
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In this section, we discuss the design of (n, m) parallel incrementers with n single-bit inputs xl ,x2, . . ..x.~ (increment signals), an m-bit binary input ynt- 1...yl yo, and an mbit binary output znt- 1. ..zl~ which is the sum of y and the n
single-bit inputs modulo 2” or 2”’ - 1 (Fig. 2a). Since mod(2”’ - 1) addition can be performed by using end-around carries in intermediate computation steps with no added complexity, the modular reduction aspect of the design will be
implicit in our discussion. A parallel decrementer is similarly defined to compute y - xxi, where the xi are now called
the decrement signak and y is either an unsigned value that
wraps around (underflows) when it reaches zero or else it is
a suitably encoded signed integer. We will not discuss parallel decrementers explicitly, as they can be easily derived
from the designs offered for parallel incrementers.
Clearly, an (n,q) MIC can be implemented by an (n, q)
s
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Figure 2. (a) An (n,m) parallel incrementer and (b) an
(4 4) ME

parallel incrementer connected to a q-bit register. When q
is large, however, the delay of such a design would be significant and can be considerably improved by suitably connecting an (n, [log2 nl ) parallel incrementer to a [log2 nl -bit
register and a (q - [log2 nl)-bit sequential counter (Fig. 2b),
which can be any design with small delay [ 11, 151. Since
the design of fast counters has been studied extensively, in
what follows, we concentrate primarily on the synthesizing
of parallel incrementers in order to complete the MIC design
of Fig. 2b.
Clearly, a parallel incrementer can be designed by combining an ordinary CPC with a fast adder. The delay and cost
of such an (n,m) parallel incrementer are increased by the
delay and cost of the m-bit fast adder, compared to the respective parameters of an (n - 1)-input CPC (one of the n
increment signals can be accommodated by using the carryin input of the fast adder). The overhead of such a design
is quite high for moderate m. Direct synthesis of a parallel
incrementer leads to more efficient designs.
We present a synthesis procedure based on full and half
adders (FAs, HAS) when m is not much larger than log2n;
this is clearly the case for the intended use in Fig. 2b. An
(n, m) parallel incrementer of this type consists of an (n - l)input CPC and an m-bit ripple-carry adder, as shown for a
(32,7) parallel incrementer in Fig. 3. The CPC part of the
design is based on a divide-and-conquer strategy: given two
CPCs each with I inputs, a (21+ I)-input CPC is obtained
by the use of a ripple-carry adder of length Llog2 IJ + 1 =
[log2(21 + l)j . Similarly, two such (21+ I)-input CPCs can
be combined with a ([log, r] + 2)-bit ripple-carry adder to
produce a (41+ 3)-input CPC. This procedure is repeated
until a CPC of size 2 n - 1 is obtained.
The preceding designs are easily extended to the case of
modulo-p parallel incrementers, where the modulus p satisfies 2”‘-’ < p 5 2”‘. An (n,m;p) modular parallel incrementer computes the m-bit module-p sum of the n single-bit
increment signals and an m-bit binary input. An (n,m;p)
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Figure 4. Modulo-p parallel incrementer.
an area of about

Figure 3. Design of a (32,q) parallel incrementer.
y(alog2n+
modular parallel incrementer can be realized by using an
(n,m) parallel incrementer followed by a modulo-p reduction circuit [7]. However, as before, a merged design significantly reduce2 the delay and cost overhead.
Assuming m > log2n, the modular reduction is essentially equivalent zdetecting if the sum has exceeded p - 1
and to subtract p from it (add 2”’ - p) if it has. Overflow is
detected by observing the carry-out.
A straightforward implementation of a modular parallel
incrementer consists of an (n - l)-input CPC followed by
two m-bit ripple-carry adders and an m-bit multiplexer: the
first m-bit adder adds the output of the CPC and a single-bit
increment signal (only needed if n is a power of 2) to the additive binary input; the second m-bit adder adds the constant
2n*- p to the result of the first one; the multiplexer selects
the result of one of the m-bit adders based on the sign of the
second one (Fig. 4).
The added’ cost for an (n,m;p) modular parallel incrementer with respect to an (n,m) parallel incrementer is the
cost of an m&it ripple-carry adder and an m-bit multiplexer;
the delay overhead is less than 2 units (1 FA delay plus a
multipIexer delay). The cost and delay can both be somewhat reduced if one uses custom FA cells incorporating the
selection function in their sum logic in lieu of standard FA
and multiplexer cells at the bottom of Fig. 4.
When m is large and high speed is desired, computation
of the sums, except for their least-significant LIog2(n - 1)j +
1 bits, can be accelerated using standard speedup techniques
(carry-select, carry-skip, etc), alone or in combinations. The
use of carry-select is particularly attractive in terms of both
speed and cost.
In what follows we derive the layout area of the preceding
parallel incrementer design under the Thompson model using two layers of wires (see [ 141for details). If an FA can be
laid out within an a x b rectangle, and the width of a wire is
1, then an (n,m) parallel incrementer can be laid out within

$og:n)n+mab.

More precisely, we need at most 2 tracks for wires connecting the first and the second level of FAs, 3 tracks for wires
connecting the second and the third level of FAs, i tracks for
wires connecting the (i - l)rh and the ith level of FAs, and
so on (see Fig. 3). Since there are [log,nl - I levels of FAs
other than the ripple-carry adder at the last stage, the total
number of tracks required for these wires is
2
2+3+~*~+([log2n]

- 1) = F.

Therefore, the height of the layout is about
1
a log2 n + 2 logs n.
The width of the layout is easily seen to be about
y(b+

1) + $ = $(b+2).

Note that we have implicitly assumed a > 2 and b > 2; conditions that are certain to hold in practice. When mis large,
we can utilize the empty space at the lower left of the preceding layout to accommodate the FAs of the final ripple-carry
adder or even wrap the ripple-carry adder around other parts
of the layout. The increase in area is at most about mab, so
the result follows.
Note that the preceding is only an upper bound on the layout area of our design and the actual layout may be even
more compact if done using a software router. Note also
that the layout of an (n,m) parallel incrementer requires n
input lines and m output lines so the circumference of the
layout must be at least n + m. Moreover, the n inputs have
to be combined to obtain the output, which requires O( logn)
levels when using constant fan-in devices such as FAs. For
this, we need a minimum of about n FAs, as argued above.
Therefore, it is impossible for the layout of any parallel incrementer design to have significantly smaller layout than
that of our design.
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Figure 6. Computation wavefronts in the pipelined MIC

Figure 5. Design of a pipelined (16,q) MIC.

of Fig. 5.

3

Pipelined Multi-Input

Counters

A parallel incrementer or MIC may be used to accumulate--the count for multiple sets of n inputs. The multiple
sets could be independent, resulting from a computation in
which things to be counted are obtained in multiple stages,
or due to input partitioning in order to reduce the implementation cost of the MIC. Pipelining the multiple inputs is a natural way to reduce the total MIC delay.
In the pipelined version of our modulo-2s MIC (Fig. 5),
full-adder sum and carry outputs are connected to latches.
The carry out of the leftmost FA in each shaded group (forming a ripple-carry adder) is connected to a second latch before going to the next level. In Fig. 6, the integer shown inside each latch indicates the number of clock cycles from the
application of inputs to the first loading of the latch. Latches
with identical integer labels define a computational wavefront tiiat incorporates all the partial parallel counting results for one set of inputs. By removing every other layer
of latches (say those with odd labels), a more economical,
and correspondingly slower, pipelined implementation can
be obtained.
If the latency of the serial counter part is d clock cycles,
then we add d + 1 latches to the most significant sum bit
of the pipelined ripple-carry adder in the last level, d + 2
latches to the second most significant sum bit, d + 3 latches
to the third, and so on. Then the outputs of the serial counter
and those of the last latches of the various sum bits collectively represent the current count of the pipelined MIC. For
a 2’-input MIC, the count will be available for read out after 21-t d - 1 cycles. For example, in the particular MIC
given in Fig. 5, the number of inputs is 16 and the latency of
the serial counter is 1, so the count will appear at the lowermost sum latches and counter outputs after 8 cycles, no matter how large q is. Since serial counters with d = 1 are available, the readout delay is only 21 for 2’ inputs, which is very

close to the minimum.
The preceding pipelined design for simple MICs can be
extended to obtain pipelined modular MICs with high counting and sampling rate and low latency. To obtain a pipelined
(n,q;p) MIC, we need two additional q-bit accumulative
adders with fixed input -2p, the left one with initial value
A= 0 and the right one with initial value B = -p (Fig.
7). The outputs of a pipelined (n,q) MIC are fed to two
pipelined (fast) adders, one adding A, and the other adding
B, to the intermediate count of the pipelined (n, q) MIC. The
outputs of the two adders are then fed to a multiplexer with
a simple control logic whose inputs consist of the overflow
signals from the pipelined (n,q) MIC and the two pipelined
adders at the final stage.
Initially, the output of the fast adder on the left holds the
correct count. After at least p/n cycles, the adder on the left
may overflow and the outputs of the other become the correct count; an event that can be detected by examining the
three overflow signals in Fig. 7. Then the content of the left
accumulative adder has to be reduced to A = -2~. Since the
output of the right adder will continue to be the correct count
for at least another p/n cycles, the accumulative adders do
not need to be very fast. Note that a fast q-bit adder can
have latency as small as O(log q) = O(log logp), which is
considerably smaller than p/n > p/ log2 p. In usual cases, a
ripple-carry adder, which has latency log2 p = o(p/ logp), is
sufficient so the complexity introduced by the accumulative
adders is small. Moreover, the inputs of the accumulative
adders are fixed, which may further reduce the implementation cost. When the right adder overflows, the left adder
will again supply the correct count and the the content of the
right accumulative adder has to be reduced to B = -3~. The
computation thus flip-flops between the left and right paths
in Fig. 7.
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celerated development as well as additional domain-specific
designs and optimizations.
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